SpellBound

Spellbound – Add or subtract the letters to name the parts of an airplane.

1. west – est + ing = ?

2. den – d + gift – ft + nest - st = ?


4. cook – ok + pick –pi + pit = ?

5. property – erty + elm – m + l + er = ?

6. aim – m + less – ss + romp – mp + n = ?

7. fit – it + lag – ag + are – re + pen – en = ?

8. tame – me + ill – l = ?
Spellbound - Add or subtract the letters to name the parts of an airplane.

1. West – est + ing = wing

2. Den – d + gift – ft + nest – st = engine


4. Cook – ok + pick – pi + pit = cockpit

5. Property – erty + elm – m + l + er = propeller

6. Aim – m + less – ss romp – mp + n = aileron

7. Fit – it + lag – ag + are – re + pen – en = flap

8. Tame – me + ill – l = tail
Unscramble the following people and places found at the airport.

1. WJTAYE = ?
2. TILPO = ?
3. CNAMHECI = ?
4. XYTWAIA = ?
5. SEGPASRNES = ?
6. MAPR TAGNE = ?
7. METRNAIL = ?
8. NAGHRA = ?
Unscramble the following words to name people and places found at the airport.

1  WJATYE = JETWAY

2  TILPO = PILOT

3  CNAMHECI = MECHANIC

4  XYTWAIA = TAXIWAY

5  SEGPASRNES = PASSANGERS

6  MAPR TAGNE = RAMP AGENT

7  METRNAIL = TERMINAL

8  NAGHRA = HANGER